Psoriasis is a common inflammatory disease of the skin and joints. It usually occurs on the skin of the elbow and knee, but can involve any body surface area including scalp, hand, and foot. Psoriasis is a clinical diagnosis made from the presence of skin changes such as scaliness, redness, plaques, papules, or patches. This inflammatory condition has been associated with increased risks for cardiovascular disease, inflammatory bowel disease, and certain types of cancer. Currently, there is no consensus regarding the classification of its severity. However, percentage of body surface, psoriasis area severity index score, and dermatology life quality index score are widely used to classify its severity [1] . In moderate to severe psoriasis, there are multiple therapeutic options, including phototherapy, immunosuppressors, and biologic targeted therapy.
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Of these, the combination of psoralen and ultraviolet A (PUVA) has been used widely as an effective means to induce remission of psoriasis, but high-dose PUVA is reported to increase the risk of skin cancer [2] . In this report, we present a patient with psoriasis under long-term high-dose PUVA therapy who developed con- (Fig. 4) . Subsequent to this, the patient continued to present with worsening developing skin lesions for which she required 7 additional resections in various locations (breast, abdomen, and lower extremities). Histology of surgical specimens was consistent with BCC, SCC, Bowen's disease, and actinic keratosis ( Table 1 ). The most recent operation was performed in August 2013 for three lesions in the right popliteal area (SCC). At the time of writing, the patient has skin lesions over the entire body and is being followed at the clinic on a regular basis.
Multiple
Psoriasis can develop into a chronic inflammatory disease, which can markedly impact quality of life. Moderate to severe psoriasis often requires life-long systemic therapies to reduce symptoms. In the pathophysiology of psoriasis, abnormal over-activated T-cells will migrate into the skin and induce inflammatory and proliferative changes associated with the characteristic lesions. Cy-
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Phototherapy is a widely used method with an unclear mechanism of action. In the past, PUVA therapy used to be the most common treatment of psoriasis. However, its application has been abandoned when it was found to increase the risk of SCC by more than a 100-fold [2] . The risk of secondary SCC and BCC after PUVA therapy was 75% and 61% at 10 years [4] . Subsequent to these findings, PUVA was replaced with ultraviolet B (UVB) therapy, which was not found to be associated with increased risk of SCC [5] . Narrowband UVB has been known to be more effective than broadband UVB in terms of effectiveness and reducing complications such as erythema, hyperplasia, and edema [3] .
Methotrexate, cyclosporine, and mycophenolatemofetil are immunosuppressors used in combination with PUVA and are associated with increased risk for lymphoproliferative disorders [5] .
More recently, biologic target therapy including T cell modulators and TNF-α antagonists has been used for psoriasis therapy to inhibit T-cell activation and specific components of the inflammatory cascade. The risk of skin cancer with biologic therapy is unclear.
However, TNF-α antagonists may cause a slightly increased risk of non-melanocytic skin cancer [5] .
In our case, the patient was treated with high-dose PUVA therapy for severe psoriasis on two separate occasions more than two decades ago. In that era, the risk of malignancy with PUVA therapy was not widely known. Unfortunately, the patient suffers from unremitting number of non-melanocytic skin cancers. Because the risk for BCC following high-dose PUVA therapy was much less dramatic than the risk of SCC [2] , the occurrence of concurrent 
